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Key outlook changes  
METRIC   TO  FROM  

2009e EPS  DOWN  $1.50  $1.80  
2010e EPS  START  $1.68   
2009e Revenue  DOWN  $577.2  $662.0  
2010e Revenue  START  $628.5   
 
Estimates summary  
YEAR 
(DEC)  

REVENUE 
(MILLIONS)  

 
CHANGE 

 
EPS  

 
CHANGE 

 
P/E  

2008  $628.1  --  $1.67  15.6%  12.9 
2009e  $577.2  (8.1%)  $1.50  (10.5%) 14.4 
2010e  $628.5  8.9%  $1.68  12.1%  12.9 
 
 

 Fundamentals  
Equity market capitalization (MM) .............. $1,327.8 
Debt/total capitalization ............................. 0% 
Return on average equity (2009e) ............. 5% 
Price/book value ........................................ 1.4 
Total market cap./2009e EBITDA .............. 5.4 
52-week price range .................................. $16.11 - $35.87 
12-month price target .............................. $26  

Important disclosures  
and certifications begin 
on page 8 of this report. 

Macro picture tougher to sidestep; hanging in with 
overweight 
 

 We think geographic challenges (a buying freeze in parts of Europe, mainly) 
are the primary top-line culprit. 

 We note on a constant-currency basis, Q1 revenue was flat or slightly up 
year-over-year.  

 
 We retain our overweight rating for NICE Systems after reviewing its 
mixed Q1 results (good EPS, but a slight top-line miss from guidance) and lower-
than-expected Q2 outlook. Extended sales cycles and we think especially some 
geographic particulars (Europeans halting expenditures) have surprised NICE 
and us, and are throwing a wrench of uncertainty into the full-year picture. NICE 
has admirably weathered macro headwinds until now ('08 organic growth was 
12%), though its near-term fortunes, particularly on the Enterprise side (70% of 
revenue), have become more intertwined with macro trends.  
 We don't believe the need for NICE products has slipped, nor do we think 
the company is losing ground competitively. We also note the key Americas 
geography (56% of '08 revenue) saw 9% currency-unadjusted y-o-y growth, with 
financial services and other major verticals performing respectably.  
 It's tough to build a bullet-proof case for the name, but we think several 
factors combine to still make NICE an interesting medium-term tech story: a 
newly streamlined cost structure (Q1 opex was down 10% y-o-y on 5% lower 
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revenue), attractive follow-on software opportunities into its installed base, and a 
security business that should see interesting multi-year momentum. 
 We regard valuation metrics as reasonable: At an intra-day price of 
$22.50, the stock trades at 2.6X its cash/share value, we calculate a roughly 7% 
free cash flow yield, and the P/E multiple on our forward-12-month EPSe is about 
14.6X, which is in the lower half of the two-year historical FTM P/E range of 9X to 
26X. We think that most any indication of an incrementally better macro picture 
should spur the stock. 
   
Estimates 
 Q2 guidance is for a top- and bottom-line result 'similar' to Q1, and we 
thus model the quarter to be basically sequentially flat.  
 Our bias is to think customer budgets should solidify as the year 
progresses, which should help NICE performance. At a very high level, the 
company expects H2 to see some sort of pickup over Q1, and we model a 48%-
52% H1-H2 revenue split. We see the leaner cost structure progressively helping 
operating margin through the quarters this year. 
 We forecast a 15% y-o-y call center decline, roughly flat Actimize 
transaction analytics revenue (10% of total), and 6% security growth (27% of 
revenue). Given the very strong backlog and good momentum, our bias is to 
think our security forecast is conservative (it was up 21% last year). 
 The result is our forecast is down 13% and 17% on the top- and bottom-
line, respectively, from our previous estimate profile.  
 2010 
 We introduce a best-guess for 2010 that assumes some macro rebound. 
Our 9% top-line growth projection off a soft '09 includes assumption for 4% call 
center growth, 8% Actimize growth, and 20% security growth (off a soft '09). We 
model operating margin to grow about 80 basis points y-o-y, resulting in 12% 
EPS growth.  
   
   
QUARTER SKETCH 
   

 NICE reported Q1 pro forma EPS of $0.35, two cents below our estimate but 
on target with consensus, on revenue of $139.2 million, 6% below our 
estimate. Revenue fell 5% y-o-y; adjusted for currency, revenue was flat to 
slightly up y-o-y. GAAP EPS was $0.17.  
� Gross margin of 63.2% fell 170 basis points y-o-y (below our estimate by 

a little more) on light product revenue. Opex was 10% below our 
estimate, producing operating margin of 16.8% that matched our estimate 
and enabled NICE to achieve a respectable EPS result despite the slight 
revenue miss.  

� We note the product/services revenue mix of 49%/51% was significantly 
different than the 56%/44% seen all last year, as product sales were 
delayed while services (maintenance and professional services) were 
largely as the company expected.  

� We were again encouraged to hear of another significant security win ($9 
million, with an emerging-market government entity). However, beyond 
that, overall large-deal color was absent from the dialogue, likely 
indicating a tough quarter on that front.  

   
 In terms of business tone, NICE saw no meaningful changes in its pipeline, 

but its close rates changed and sales cycles became extended beyond what 
the company had already assumed. It sounds like NICE hasn't lost many 
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deals, but the deals it had won await final signatures (some of which have 
closed in April).  

   
 We consider the geographic breakdown of revenue to be a key to the 

quarter's story. We noted the favorable Americas growth above (64% of 
revenue). We think EMEA (30% of revenue last year, 24% this year) was the 
main culprit, falling 24% y-o-y.  
� We believe this decline was due in part to some European entities cutting 

off-- not just cutting back--technology expenditures, as many domestic 
buyers might do in an macro downturn. We have heard of such color from 
other tech companies in the last couple weeks, and believe there's can 
be a cultural difference in how Europeans react to a downturn vs. how 
Americans do.  

� We think the magnitude of delays surprised the company in the last few 
weeks of the quarter.  

� APAC (12% of revenue) was down 20% y-o-y.  
   

 Enterprise revenue (contact center, trading recording, transaction analytics) 
of $103 million (74% of revenue) was 6% below our estimate and down 8% 
year-over-year.  
� It sounds like there was no particular vertical weakness (domestic 

financial services business held up), but that contact center was soft 
across the board.  

� The smallest component, transaction analytics, was in line with 
expectations, and we believe NICE saw favorable uptake with its contact 
center applications domestically.  

   
 Security revenue of $36 million (26% of revenue) grew a handsome 29% y-o-

y and was just below our forecast.  
� We have written extensively about NICE's security momentum previously. 

We noted above the company's most recent mega-win.  
� We think the attractive security backlog and opportunity for NICE are 

unchanged, though the above-noted European spending slowdown 
makes forecasting this business this year somewhat problematic.  

   
   
Balance sheet 

� Cash of $529 million grew 6% sequentially, helped by free cash flow of 
$29 million (down 32% y-o-y).  

� DSOs of 60 were in line with recent trends and unchanged y-o-y.  
   
   
   
INVESTMENT SUMMARY 
 
Company 

 NICE Systems provides call center recording and quality monitoring with a 
growing presence in the digital video surveillance and communication 
interception industries.  

 Revenue profile: roughly 70% enterprise business and 30% security.  
   
Positives 

 Ongoing Enterprise installed-base opportunities for higher-margin VoIP 
(voice over Internet protocol) upgrades and follow-on software application 
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sales (both at best 10% penetrated).  
 Likely continued growth-driving acquisition profile.  
 NICE is in the best position to benefit from international call centers adopting 

quality-monitoring solutions.  
 Video security has attractive growth opportunities over the next several 

years.  
   
Risks 

 Competition from companies such as Verint/Witness, General Electric, and 
Honeywell.  

 Cyclicality of call center spending market.  
 
 

 
 

COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
 NICE Systems, headquartered in Ra'anana, Israel, is a leading vendor in the call center 
recording and quality monitoring marketplace with a growing presence in the digital video 
surveillance and communication interception industries. Also features transaction analytics for 
banks. 
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Earnings Model (Dollars in thousands except per-share data)  
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Balance Sheet (Dollars in thousands except per-share data)  
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Institutional sales: (800) 866-3272  
F I R S T  AN AL Y S I S  S E C U R I T I E S  E Q U I T Y  R E S E AR C H   

OUTSOURCED SERVICES  
 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE  
Corey Greendale  

 
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION  

Corey Greendale  
 

HR AND ACCOUNTING SERVICES 
James Macdonald, Todd Van Fleet  

 
PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES • HEALTH CARE CLAIMS SERVICES 

HOME HEALTH SERVICES 
Tony Perkins  

 
CLINICAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS 

Todd Van Fleet  
 

MARKETING SERVICES  
Todd Van Fleet  

 
OFFENDER MANAGEMENT  

Todd Van Fleet, James Macdonald 
 

IT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES  
 

ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE • HEALTH CARE IT 
Frank Sparacino  

 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT • FINANCIAL TRANSACTION PROCESSING  

Lawrence Berlin  
 

TELECOM BILLING & ENHANCED SERVICES  
Lawrence Berlin 

 
NETWORK SECURITY • OUTSOURCED E-COMMERCE SERVICES 

CALL CENTER PRODUCTS 
Craig Nankervis 

 
OUTSOURCED CALL CENTER SERVICES  

Howard Smith  
 

MOBILE BROADBAND DEVICES • FLAT RATE WIRELESS SERVICES 
Scott Pope 

 
CHEMISTRY-ENABLED BUSINESS  

 
COATINGS/ADHESIVES • INDUSTRIAL GASES 

PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS • POLYMER PROCESSING • SPECIALTY MATERIALS 
Michael J. Harrison, Steve Schwartz 

 
LIFE SCIENCE TOOLS & DIAGNOSTICS 

Dan Leonard 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES AND CERTIFICATIONS 

 
 
PRICE, RATING, AND TARGET PRICE HISTORY* 
 

 
Date Close Target Rating 
5/8/2006  $27.67   E  

8/10/2007  $32.94  $40  O  
11/8/2007  $35.99  $44  O  
2/13/2008  $31.99  $41  O  

11/13/2008  $21.72  $26  O   

NICE Systems  

 
 
 
 *Left axis is stock price (gray area indicates 12-month price target); right axis is rating (line 
indicates rating level). When no rating is indicated in the chart or table, then the stock was unrated 
at that time. Likewise, when no 12-month price target is indicated in the chart or table, then there 
was no 12-month price target at that time. First Analysis Securities Corp. does not provide 12-
month price targets for stocks rated equal-weight or underweight. It usually provides 12-month 
price targets for stocks rated overweight. The data in this chart are current as of the last trading 
date prior to the date of this report. 
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION 
 
I, Craig Nankervis, attest the views expressed in this document 
accurately reflect my personal views about the subject 
securities and issuers. I further attest no part of my 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to 
the specific recommendations or views expressed by me 
herein. 
 
VALUATIONS / RISKS 
 
NICE Systems: Our 12-month price target reflects a 15.5 
multiple on our 2010 EPSe, a multiple that is just below the 
midpoint of the two-year historical forward-four-quarter range 
of 9X-26X. A number of risks and uncertainties have the 
potential to impede share-price appreciation toward our 12-
month target, including such factors as unfavorable economic 
conditions, a downturn in capital markets, slow adoption of new 
technologies, IT spending weakness, and changes in 
government spending on security initiatives. 
 
OTHER DISCLOSURES 
 
The compensation of the research analyst(s) principally 
responsible for the preparation of this document is indirectly 
based on (among other factors) the general investment 
banking revenue of FASC. FASC considers all the companies 
covered in its research reports to be potential clients. 
 
RATINGS DEFINITIONS*: 
 
Overweight (O): Purchase shares to establish an overweighted 
position: Stock price expected to perform better than the S&P 
500 over the next 12 months. 
Equal-weight (E): Hold shares to maintain an equal-weighted 
position: Stock price expected to perform in line with the S&P 
500 over the next 12 months. 
Underweight (U): Sell shares to establish an underweighted 
position: Stock price expected to perform worse than the S&P 
500 over the next 12 months. 
 
*Stock target prices may at times be inconsistent with these 
definitions due to short-term stock price volatility that may not 
reflect large-holder/buyer valuations of the security. 
 
DISTRIBUTION OF RATINGS: 
 
The following was the distribution of ratings for companies 
rated by FASC as of 3/31/2009: 50% had buy (overweight) 
ratings, 49% had hold/neutral (equal-weight) ratings, and 1% 
had sell (underweight) ratings. Also as of 3/31/2009, FASC had 
provided, within the prior 12 months, investment banking 
services to 3% of the companies rated that had buy 
(overweight) ratings, 0% of the companies rated that had hold 
(equal-weight) ratings, and 0% of the companies rated that had 
sell (underweight) ratings. For purposes of the FINRA ratings 
distribution disclosure requirements, our stock ratings of 
overweight, equal-weight, and underweight most closely 

correspond to buy, hold, and sell, respectively. Please refer to 
"RATINGS DEFINITIONS" above for an explanation of the 
FASC rating system. 
 
USE OF THIS DOCUMENT: 
 
Investors should consider this document as only a single factor 
in making their investment decision. Past performance and any 
projections herein should not be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future performance. With the exception of 
information about FASC, the information contained herein was 
obtained from sources we believe reliable, but we do not 
guarantee its accuracy. As a subscriber or prospective 
subscriber, you have agreed not to provide this document in 
any form to any person other than employees of your 
immediate organization. FASC is a broker-dealer registered 
with FINRA and member SIPC. It provides research to its 
institutional clients as a service in connection with its other 
business activities. This document is provided for informational 
purposes only. Neither the information nor any opinion 
expressed constitutes a solicitation by us of the purchase or 
sale of any securities. More information is available on request 
from FASC 800-866-3272. Copyright 2009 First Analysis 
Securities Corp. 
 
To residents of Canada: The contents hereof are intended 
solely for the use of, and may be only be issued or passed on 
to, persons to whom FASC is entitled to distribute this 
document under applicable Canadian securities laws. 
 
To residents of the United Kingdom: This document, which 
does not constitute an offer of, or an invitation by or on behalf 
of any person to subscribe for or purchase, any shares or other 
securities in any of the companies mentioned in this document, 
is for distribution in the UK only to persons who fall within any 
one or more of the categories of persons referred to in Article 8 
of the Financial Services Act 1986 (Investment 
Advertisements) (Exemptions) (No. 2) Order 1995 (SI 
1995/1536) or in Article 11 of the Financial Services Act 1986 
(Investment Advertisements) (Exemptions) Order 1996 (SI 
1996/1586). 
 
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS: The meaning of the 
following abbreviations and acronyms has been identified as 
not common knowledge, and we therefore provide these 
explanations. DCF: Discounted cash flow (model). DSOs: Days 
sales outstanding. EBITDA: Earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation, and amortization. G&A: General and 
administrative (expense). OEM: Original equipment 
manufacturer. R&D: Research and development (expense). 
SG&A: Selling, general, and administrative (expense). APAC: 
Asia Pacific. EMEA: Europe, Middle East, and Africa. 
 
IF YOU WISH REMOVAL FROM OUR DISTRIBUTION LIST, 
PLEASE E-MAIL TO FA@FIRSTANALYSIS.COM OR CALL 
312-258-7122. 
 

 
 


